The City of Long Beach recently launched an eScooter share pilot program to provide residents and visitors with additional mobility options. The program, which runs through October 30, 2018, enables six eScooter operators to each deploy 150 scooters throughout the City. The following laws and rules will help you stay safe and enjoy your ride.

**All Riders Must:**

**WEAR A HELMET, REGARDLESS OF AGE**
(CVC 21235c)

**HAVE A LICENSE OR LEARNER’S PERMIT TO OPERATE**
(CVC 21235d)

Questions or comments?

(562)908-3516
LongBeachCallCenter@willdan.com
Scooters
IN LONG BEACH

Treat It Like A Bike:

RIDE IN A BIKE LANE
(CVC 21229a)

PARK WITHOUT BLOCKING SIDEWALKS, BIKEWAYS OR PATHS
(CVC 21235i)

No Riding On:

BEACH BIKE PATHS
(LBMC 10.38.020b)

SIDEWALKS
(CVC 21235g)

PRIVATE PROPERTY
(LBMC 9.42.100a)

Questions or comments?
(562)908-3516
LongBeachCallCenter@willdan.com

HAVE A SAFE RIDE!